GOOD ROADS CAMPAIGN
AIDED BY CHICAGO WOMAN’S CLUB

Society Interesting People in Work—Plan to Beautiful Mile of Illinois Highway

BY LAURA DAYTON FESENDEN.
[Chairman Forestry Class, Chicago Woman’s Club.]

Good roads for Illinois has been a subject of interest in many of the departments of the Chicago Woman’s club where civic conditions and nature study for the topics for thought and discussion.

   The Chicago Woman’s Outdoors league, Mrs. John Worthy, president; the Public School as a Social Center, Mrs. John H. Buckingham, chairman, and the Forestry class, Mrs. Benjamin A. Fessenden, chairman, have arranged a presentation of the Lincoln highway film for Tuesday, April 18, from 9 to 12, at the Studebaker theater, Fine Arts building, and from 1 to 6 at Fullerton hall, Art institute.

   As this proposed good roads it to wind through 163 miles of Illinois, which is Lincoln’s state, we naturally desire the construction and arrangement to be as nearly perfect as possible, and this can only be accomplished through and by interesting people of the state.

   In this roadway we are to be given one mile to arrange and beautify as Illinois may elect, and we want to plant trees that will in time produce shade, placing them at proper distances—fifty feet apart—with ornamental berry bearing and put bearing trees between.